
#TR-DST-EA
plate is .400” wide

$41.99

Early Style double lever double set trigger and kit:
This double lever double set trigger has a front trigger lever to engage the sear. The lock 

can be fired with the trigger unset. This trigger will work perfectly with our open bow Jaeger 
rifle triggerguards. Other triggerguards may have the rear curl removed to create an open 
bow. The trigger bar is about .400” wide.

Wax cast steel parts are  finished, tempered and assembled. We stock every spare part, in the 
 unlikely event that any part will ever break. We offer annealed parts, for fitting to antiques.
#TR-DST-EA trigger, double lever, double set $41.99
#TR-DST-EA-K trigger kit, as-cast parts, with instructions $30.50

Spare parts for #TR-DST-EA double set trigger and kit:
 We stock parts for our  triggers or to repair or restore antique guns.
#TR-DST-4-PL trigger plate, .400” wide $13.99
#TR-DST-4-FT trigger, front, tempered $11.99
#TR-DST-EA-RT trigger, rear, tempered $11.99
#TR-DST-1-MS mainspring, tempered $ 9.99
#TR-DST-1-MSX mainspring screw, 6-40, 3/8” $ 1.99
#TR-DST-1-FTS front trigger spring, tempered $ 2.99
#TR-DST-1-TAX trigger adjustment screw, 3-48 $ 1.75
#Pin-3-32 trigger pivot pin, 3/32” $    .50

350

Single lever double set trigger and kit:
The target style front trigger has no lever to engage the sear. The trigger must be set 

to fire the lock. The bar is about .400” wide. Wax cast steel parts are tempered. We stock 
every spare part, rarely needed unless you try to bend a part. Annealed  triggers are 
available on request, in case you need to bend or reshape them to repair an antique.
#TR-DST-1 trigger, single lever, double set only $41.99
#TR-DST-1K trigger kit, as-cast parts, with instructions only $30.50

Parts for # TR-DST-1 trigger & kit:
 We stock parts for quick repairs to our  triggers, kits, or to restore antique guns.
#TR-DST-1-PL trigger plate, .400” wide $13.99
#TR-DST-1-FT trigger, front, tempered $11.99
#TR-DST-1-RT trigger, rear, tempered $11.99
#TR-DST-1-MS mainspring, tempered $ 9.99
#TR-DST-1-MSX mainspring screw, 6-40, 3/8” $ 1.99
#TR-DST-1-FTS front trigger spring, tempered $ 2.99
#TR-DST-1-TAX trigger adjustment screw, 3-48 $ 1.75
#Pin-3-32 trigger pivot pin $ .50

Double lever double set trigger and kit:
This “double lever” set trigger has a front trigger lever to engage the sear, so the lock 

to be fired with the trigger unset. The trigger bar is about .400” wide. Wax cast steel parts 
are finished, tempered and assembled. We stock spare parts, in the  unlikely event that 
any part will ever break. Same day shipment of triggers, or spare parts. Order on-line.
#TR-DST-4 triggers, double lever, double set  only $41.99
#TR-DST-4K trigger kit, as-cast parts, with instructions only $30.50

Parts for #TR-DST-4 trigger & kit:
 For safety, set triggers must be secure when set, even without the front spring.
#TR-DST-4-PL trigger plate, .400” wide $13.99
#TR-DST-4-FT trigger, front, tempered $11.99
#TR-DST-4-RT trigger, rear, tempered $11.99
#TR-DST-1-MS mainspring, tempered $ 9.99
#TR-DST-1-MSX mainspring screw, 6-40, 3/8” $ 1.99
#TR-DST-4-FTS front trigger spring, tempered $ 2.99
#TR-DST-1-TAX trigger adjustment screw, 3-48 $ 1.75
#Pin-3-32 trigger pivot pin $ .50

#TR-DST-4
trigger assembled

$41.99

Double lever double set trigger and kit:
 This nice double lever double set  trigger has a larger curled front  trigger. The plate is 7/16” 
longer than #TR-DST-1 and #TR-DST-4 triggers. This double lever trigger will fire set, or unset. 
The plate is about .400” wide. Wax cast steel parts are  tempered and  assembled by R. E. 
Davis. We stock every spare part for this  reliable double lever set trigger. This is our favorite, 
if your triggerguard bow is large enough. These triggers must often be trimmed, slightly.
#TR-DST-6 double-lever, double set trigger only $41.99
#TR-DST-6K trigger kit, as-cast parts, with instructions only $30.50

Spare parts for #TR-DST-6 trigger and kit:
#TR-DST-6-PL trigger plate, .400” wide $13.99
#TR-DST-6-FT trigger, front, tempered $11.99
#TR-DST-6-RT trigger, rear, tempered $11.99
#TR-DST-1-MS mainspring, tempered $ 9.99
#TR-DST-1-MSX mainspring screw, 6-40, 3/8” $ 1.99
#TR-DST-6-FTS front trigger spring, tempered $ 2.99
#TR-DST-1-TAX trigger adjustment screw, 3-48 $ 1.75
#Pin-3-32 trigger pivot pin $  .50

#TR-DST-1
trigger assembled

$41.99

#TR-DST-6
plate is .400” wide

$41.99
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